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Abstract
Most countries worldwide have recognised the significance of contextual social determinants of health (SDH) on population health. This essay challenges current public health views focused on individual risk-factors and motivates an evidence-informed debate in this matter. I argue that despite both international consensus and a growing body of evidence to support the relevance of addressing such more distant SDH through public policies, most governments remain focused on the modification of individual health-risk behaviours like smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, heavily fatted diets and lack of physical exercise. Decades after following this same policy path, many countries have not achieved the expected reduction in rates of health-risk behaviours, and some have even experienced an increase in these risky behaviours over time. Policies addressing contextual SDH might take longer to implement, but could be more effective in the long-run, as structural modifications promote more sustainable changes to a larger proportion of the population.
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Al límite de políticas individuales cognitivo-conductuales: ¿hacia dónde ir en salud pública para mejorar de manera efectiva la salud poblacional?

Resumen
La mayoría de los países del mundo han reconocido la importancia de los determinantes sociales en la salud de la población. Este ensayo cuestiona las perspectivas actuales de salud pública que se centran exclusivamente en factores de riesgo individuales. Pese al consenso internacional y la creciente evidencia que apoya la importancia de hacer frente a determinantes sociales estructurales, la mayoría de los gobiernos siguen centrados en la modificación de los comportamientos de riesgo individuales para la salud (tobaco, alcohol y ejercicio físico). Décadas después de seguir el mismo foco en salud pública, muchos países no han logrado la reducción esperada en las tasas de comportamientos riesgosos para la salud, y algunos incluso han experimentado un aumento de éstos en el tiempo. Políticas dirigidas a aspectos estructurales que afectan la salud de la población pueden tomar más tiempo, pero podrían ser más eficaces al promover cambios más sustentables a largo plazo.
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Most countries worldwide have at some point in time recognised the significance of broad contextual factors influencing population health. This has been stated by researchers and public health practitioners since the 19th century and consented at international declarations on human rights to health since the end of the Second World War. It has also received growing attention among stakeholders and governments reaching, at least in paper, almost every continent and country. Robust research evidence mostly in high and, to some degree, in low and middle income countries (LMICs) have informed societies about the importance and benefits of addressing both structural and social contextual determinants of health (SDH). Nevertheless, in most countries research evidence is not of public domain and this knowledge belongs to academicians and not public health stakeholders. Structural contextual determinants of health (“hard” factors according to McIntyre) include those physical, social, cultural, organizational, community, economic, legal, or policy aspects of the environment that impede or facilitate good health in a population. These are frequently represented by occupational class, income and wealth. Social contextual factors (“soft” factors according to McIntyre) include the conditions that influence the health of people and communities as a whole, and include conditions for early childhood development, education, employment, income and job security, food security, health services, and access to services, housing, social exclusion, and stigma. Contextual determinants of health are considered “distant” factors to population health, whereas material living conditions, genes and behaviours are considered “proximal” factors to population health. This proximity is explained by the evident and strong individual-level relationship between them and different health outcomes, but requires the inclusion of contextual (structural and social) factors to a full understanding of what and how population health is patterned in a society.

Despite both international consensus and a growing body of evidence to support the relevance of addressing broad structural SDH through social and health policies, most governments and private healthcare systems remain focused on the modification of individual health-risk behaviours like smoking, excessive alcohol consumption, heavily fatted diets and lack of physical exercise. However, decades after following this same policy path, many countries have not achieved the expected change in rates of health-risk behaviours, or have even experienced an increase in these behaviours over time. This is more evident in socioeconomically deprived groups within societies. Moreover, those countries that have achieved a reduction of individual-risk behaviours have not experienced a similar reduction in morbidity and mortality rates. Why is this happening? Should we “walk” a different path in our public health agendas? Have we lost our track? This essay aims to promote a discussion on this issue. The central notion is that more effort should be aimed at the modification of the structural and social, contextual factors such as everyday living conditions, rather than to creating and promoting therapeutic approaches and programs that focus on individual level strategies to change behaviors and cognitions, such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapies (CBTs) and related therapies. It should be noted that this essay does not intend to provide simple solutions to this complex topic. Contextualized solutions cannot be imposed, and there seems to be great variation of what works in different settings. The purpose of this essay is, therefore, to start with what current evidence tells us about public health and how a focus on “proximal” determinants only could be limiting our ability to effectively improve population health.

Population health status and life expectancy have consistently increased in the last 100 years in almost every country worldwide. In most cases, these improvements can be causally linked to drastic public health policies that took place since the 1940s that were focused on “nature”; contextual dimensions affecting health like clean water, sewage food supply, and social protection for children and the poor. Preventing and treating acute infections improved mothers’ and infants’ health, reduced mortality rates and increased life expectancy. Countries level of development and related economic and political stability also had a key role to play, as it does nowadays. But there was a relevant downside to these apparent positive results, which became evident through groundbreaking reports the early 1980s. While global indicators showed the improvement of population health, there were growing gaps in health status by socioeconomic groups. In most countries, global improvements in health status and life expectancy can be largely explained by an increase in these indicators among those in the top of the socioeconomic ladder. They represent a small proportion of the population and yet capture most of populations’ good health, not to mention more effective use of healthcare services. The rest of the population do not experience the same level of good health and wellbeing and also tend to consistently report higher rates of individual health-risk behaviours.

The described concentration of health-risk behaviours among the less privileged socioeconomic groups in most countries, with few exceptions in those in epidemiologic transition, is the most salient reason why most stakeholders, public health practitioners and
some groups of researchers might have advocated for the installation of healthcare policies that aim to reduce the global burden of individual health-risk behaviours. They hope to promote a change in behaviour that would allow individuals to effectively lead a healthier lifestyle. The reduction of current rates of smoking, poor diet, sedentary life and excessive alcohol drinking has been expected to improve global health indicators, prevent future diseases closely related to such individual risk factors, and ideally reduce the gap in good health between those in the bottom and top socioeconomic position (i.e. an equity-centered aim). Besides, individual risky behaviours are usually expected to change within a short period of time (i.e. a single presidential period of 4 to 6 years) and as a result their reduction could lead to a positive assessment of a political party. Unfortunately, changes in individual behaviours are not easy to achieve and the link between them and the reduction of the gap in ill-health between the worse-off and the better-off is not as clear and direct as initially thought. Many decades have passed since individually-focused therapies took a central role in the policy scenario in high-income countries, and later on in LMICs. Even nowadays it is frequent to find sanitary objectives for the coming decade focused on individual risk behaviours.

Cognitive behavioural therapies (CBTs) and related therapies tend to group such individual-level strategies to promote behavioural change. CBTs are psychotherapeutic approaches that address dysfunctional emotions, behaviors, and cognitions through goal-oriented, systematic processes. They include several types of therapies and counseling scenarios that frequently overlap in their aim, individual-level focus, and some of their components or processes (e.g. behavioural activation, motivational interviewing, person-centered counseling, etc.). They have proven to be effective in different mental health conditions, especially when they are held in concomitance with other strategies that support individual’s change, such as financial incentives, family involvement and health practitioners’ follow-up. However, what appears to work in one particular group might not be easily translated to another. In some cases, CBTs have not been able to prove their efficacy or cost-effectiveness, even under controlled scenarios like randomized controlled trials.

There are several recognised limitations of CBTs, but beyond those it seems that the individual-level focus of these therapies is simply not enough to effectively improve health or even reduce health-risk behaviours. CBTs might improve attitudes and empower individuals to change their behaviours to healthier ones, they might feel ready to do it, and even might initiate such change, but they still might not be able to maintain it when other, broader contextual factors, are not in the right place. In turn, there is the risk that failure in maintenance of behavioural change might have more detrimental consequences than having left the person without any intervention at all. It could be the case that guilt, failure and shame might emerge when the person does not achieve expected goals as a result of poor adaptation of the context in which behavioural change was supposed to take place. In these cases of ‘withdrawal’, repetition of CBTs might become incredibly difficult and complex. Unfortunately, most of the literature on CBTs reports satisfactory results only and less is described and debated when these individual-level approaches fail. Moreover, it is surprising what little awareness CBT practitioners from the US and Europe have demonstrated when I have directly asked them about the effect of broad contextual factors on the degree of success of their therapies in the past.

It might be reasonable then to question whether we are walking the right path in terms of public health when focusing on CBTs mostly. In many countries, millions are invested every year in the implementation of CBTs and less effort is aimed into modifying broader contextual determinants of health. These are not simple decisions to make. Budgets are always restricted and only a pool of strategies has to be chosen over thousands of possibilities. Alternative policies like improving public education since pre-school; regulations on a fair minimum wage for a healthy lifestyle and a debate on a potential upper wage bound; strong social protection measures for families in poverty; the creation of green and safe areas in every community; and other measures that should be raised by communities themselves, have little consideration in many countries. They tend to be observed as hard to implement, long-term and ‘less fashionable’ strategies, and yet could have a wider stronger impact on population’s health than individual changes in behaviours. Broader contextual policies might take longer to achieve such improvement in health and wellbeing, but could be more effective in the long-run, as changes in the context might promote individual change in a larger proportion of the population.

There are many examples of changes in individuals through changes in the context, as described in the first paragraph, but I would like to add a particularly striking one. Every person would generally accept that Nelson Mandela led a period of great suffering and conflict in South Africa. And yet his optimism, critical thought and conscious leadership led him to make many right decisions for his population. And in a time of great fear, anxiety and oppression, he created a social
ambience for change. Instead of focusing his policies on individual approaches to change, he implemented strategies that allowed people to work together, to collaborate, to learn more about the world and themselves, to respect and trust each other and, as a consequence, to improve their health and wellbeing. It is not my intention to advocate for the eradication of CBTs or any other individual-level public health intervention. Public health certainly needs both individual and broad contextual approaches for effective success. Instead, I am challenging current views and motivating a debate in which those in policy power—and everyone else—are better informed of the most likely consequences of their decisions on population health. I believe we are, in many countries, walking the public health path looking at our feet and the closest stones (individual-level approach) and policies are trying to help us skip a few stones so we don’t fall to the ground. And yet we should be, at least occasionally, looking at the horizon and what is around us, and whether we are on the right direction (contextual approach). Our horizon should define our goals and is inevitably shaped by our values and principles. Any public health that ignores the horizon is likely to lose track, money, and time. Those living in socioeconomic deprivation, particularly the children and vulnerable ones, will get sick and die while we let our stones become our horizon.

I suggest two possible courses of action. First, that those devoted to CBTs and individual-approach to lifestyle change in public health, challenge current theoretical and practical frameworks, creating clear and explicit links between the person and their context. The critical assumption that changes in the individual’s beliefs, attitudes, and ultimately behaviours, will necessarily have a positive effect on the context (family and broader) to sustain the desired change in lifestyle over time, needs to be further questioned. There are some interesting advances in this matter and the “third wave” or “contextual CBTs” methods emphasize the context and function of psychological events more so than their validity, frequency, or form. However, these methods remain focused on the individual and the concept of ‘context’ paradoxically remains within the person. That is, contextual CBT focuses more on what the authors call a “trans-diagnostic approach to mental health” in which rather than treat specific diagnoses (e.g., generalized anxiety disorder), contextual CBT therapists focus more on processes like emotion regulation. A better description of how individuals relate to their social, cultural, and socio-political environment (distant contextual SDH) and how that in turn determines their choice in behaviours (proximal individual SDH) should be the necessary future steps in CBTs.

Improved description of failures of CBTs in the scientific literature could shed some new light on this particular dimension. Besides, great knowledge has been gained so far in the social epidemiology field to inform such process and a multi-disciplinary approach could be the key to success in this matter. Second, stakeholders might need to develop strategies for action beyond the individual-level approach. Structural public, social and health policies that are explicitly linked to existing individually-focussed interventions might be the ticket to lasting, sustainable, equitable improvement of population health and wellbeing.

To conclude, this essay challenges current public health views focused on individual risk-factors and motivates an evidence-informed debate in this matter. Broader contextual policies might take longer to implement, but could be more effective in the long-run, as such lasting structural modifications might promote more sustainable and effective changes to a larger proportion of the population. Also, research evidence needs to be better considered at the policy level. Quite often politicians do not see the link between structural, social contextual factors and health status. They do not inform society about this, nor the media or other stakeholders, because they tend not to read research findings. Research translation and social appropriation of knowledge become important factors to inform societies about the relevance of social determinants of health. Furthermore, solutions to this problem cannot be imposed, as there is great variation in their effectiveness based on the context. Public health policies should combine bottom-up and top-down policy strategies in order to legitimate any policy decision made by the society they serve. Hopefully, those who read this paper and further consult the references used may continue to think about the importance of distal contextual/structural social determinants of health.

Future research could use this manuscript and the recommendations made here in order to continue developing what concrete strategies could take place in which settings to improve current “proximal” and “individual-based” public health approach towards a “distant” and “contextualized” one to effectively improve population health.
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